Stevens Magic Presents...
Louie Gaynor’s

Mystic Card Frame

Envision this: A magician has a spectator
choose a card while displaying a full deck.
The performer then takes the chosen card,
tears a corner from it, and gives the piece of
the card to the spectator to hold onto. The
magician tears the remainder of the card into
pieces and disposes of it. He then shows the
spectator a beautiful walnut picture frame
that has been sitting off to the side—it is seen
to be completely empty. The magician
produces a medium-sized silk from
somewhere, and drapes it gently over the
frame, completely covering it. With one swift
motion, he whisks the silk away, revealing
the frame. It now holds a playing card that
matches the suit and value of the previously
chosen card, and there is even a corner torn
from the enclosed card. The frame is brought
to the audience and gently laid on its front,
the back is removed and the torn card is given
to the spectator who holds the torn corner.
They are asked to compare the corner with
the rest of the card. It is an exact fit. The
audience is stunned with the results.
Easy to do! Entertaining! A completely
different way to finish a card routine!
The new version, of the old classic, Thayer’s
Presto Card Frame has been drastically
beautified with a solid aged walnut frame,
weighted base. Each piece has been
painstakingly selected to amplify the luxurious
elegance of the finished frame and base.

Incredible Price! $95
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True Craftsmen

Gimpy Presents...

Grant’s One, Two,
Three Baffling Blocks

A lost and unique method to produce the
same effect as the cube a libre/Selbit blocks.
Blocks printed one, two and three—
magically arrange themselves in several
orders and orientations until the final phase,
where an audience member selects the
order. When the tube is removed, of course
it matches! Show the tube empty at any time.
Comes with complete instructions and
original, 4-phase routine written and fieldtested by Clyde Hayre. Very easy to learn
with no difficult sleights and can be done close-up. Blocks are 2-inch hardwood
and printed with indestructible numbers. The tube is walnut with an eye-catching
marquetry design. Built to last.
Additional phases are easy to add due to the simplicity of the method. You are
always in control of the outcome. Nothing to keep track of, and phases can be in
any order. It could not be any simpler than that.

195

$

Daryl Presents...

Odd Quad

A triple climax routine with a technicolor finish!
One of Daryl’s finest effects! With permission
from Alison, Daryl’s wife, we are proud to
present this excellent card miracle! Daryl
was voted among the top 10 most influential
magicians of the 20th Century. Winner of six
academy awards from the Magic Castle. A gold
medal winner at F.I.S.M.
Four Aces are shown and one is selected by a
spectator. The chosen Ace is shown to be “ODD”
because it’s the only RED-backed card in the blue-backed deck! A different Ace is
chosen and this second selection now becomes the new “ODD” card because it’s
the only BLUE-backed card in the red-backed deck! The first “ODD” card has a
red back and the second “ODD” card now has a blue back. The two remaining
Aces also prove to be “ODD” cards because their backs are now YELLOW and
GREEN! All four aces have different colored backs! Everything can be examined
and you are instantly reset!

Very Limited Inventory!

Special Price... $6
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Jay Mattioli Presents...

Maximum Light Before
Your Eyes

The magician produces a clear lightbulb and
proceeds to screw it into a large torch lamp,
5.5 feet tall. The bulb is screwed in place and
the lamp illuminates bright, warm-white light.
Standing several feet away from the lamp, the
performer displays a red 12-inch silk scarf and
slowly, without any suspicious moves, tucks it
into his fist where it instantly vanishes! At the
moment the silk vanishes, a burst of real fire
emits from the lamp and the white light instantly
turns to glowing red! Upon removing the
illuminating bulb, the previously vanished red
silk is found to be trapped inside! The magician
then unscrews the bottom of the bulb and
removes the red silk scarf. He then replaces
the bulb in its position in the lamp—and it once
again lights up white.
Next, a beautiful foulard is shown to be empty
and held in front of the standing lamp. Suddenly the entire lamp begins to take
flight and LEVITATES COMPLETELY OFF THE GROUND! It hovers up, down,
left, right and even turns horizontal in midair. The mere sight of such a large object
levitating within just a few feet from spectators is simply shocking! Finally the giant
lamp descends back to the ground on cue for a big round of applause!
• New design and materials. Lamp is sturdier and appears heavier.
• Rechargeable batteries and charger
included.
• Silk’s “reappearance” / “flash of fire” are
operated on adjustable timer.
• Hollow bulbs look like the real thing, but
are made of durable plastic.
• Includes—lamp, bulbs, custom foulard,
silks, vanishing gimmick, battery and
charger, heavy-duty packing tube, carrying
case, flash igniter wire and instructional
DVD.
Note: You supply the flash cotton.

875

$

Additional shipping may be
required with this item.
4
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Unknown Mentalist Presents...
Happy Birthday
Stranger

When you meet a total stranger
for the very first time, you will
be able to r eveal her key
personality trait, the colors of
her aura, her zodiac sign and
her exact date and month of
birth. All this without her saying a
single word or writing anything
down.
This is an unbelievable stunner. The method is a classic beauty and a lovely
combination of extraordinary elegance, elementary ease and powerful impact. It is
made possible with the use of a single, small gimmick which is of the size 3.5 x 5
inches, which you can always carry in your pocket. Clean, direct and always hits
100% of the time. The professionally produced, high-quality gimmick will last you
many, many years. Also included is a high-quality, parlor version of the gimmick of
size 5 x 7 inches, which will also last you hundreds of performances. You only
must supply yourself any ordinary pocket notepad—that, too, is optional depending
on your performance style.
Once you hand over the gimmick to the participant, you will not touch
it again. It is fully examinable—before, during and after the performance.
The effect is instantly repeatable with a different outcome for a different participant.
It can even be performed for multiple participants simultaneously. Nothing to reset.
This does not use the swami gimmick or the unswami principle. Absolutely no
electronics or technology. This is almost like impromptu. If you have the gimmick
with you, this effect can be performed anytime, anywhere to anyone. In fact, from
the participant’s point-of-view, this will appear totally propless.
The method is so easy that you can start performing 10 minutes after reading the
instructions. But just a couple of practice rounds will give you enormous confidence.
The entire performance process takes not more than 40-45 seconds, but the
presentation can be longer or shorter depending on your performance style.

**VERY IMPORTANT**

DO NOT PURCHASE THIS PRODUCT UNLESS you are able to either
download files or have an e-mail address to receive a 28-page downloadable pdf
and a set of gimmicks which will be shipped to you. BONUS: FREE Download
- 13 Steps To Mind Maintenance.

30

$
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Petrie-Lewis Presents...
P&L’s

Billiard Ball Stand

A beautiful finish and 18 inches tall.
Classic apparatus that is uniquely
magical. This is the per fect
presentation of one of the most noted
and recognized magical products that
will compliment any collection that
already has such a unique piece. If
your collection doesn’t have one
already, it is a must have. There is
truly something magical about this
product in the optics and aura which
resonates both with layman and
magician alike. To the magician, it is
instant recognition and appreciation. For the layman, the reaction is just as instant
but one filled with curiosity and amusement.
The perfect accessory to the classic Billiard Ball Routine. Magician produces
individual billiard balls and places them on the stand (up to 7). Available in Red
only. Ball is size 1.5 inches.

P&L’s

Phantom Tube

449

$

Beautifully bold red tube with nickel- plated
rings. The tube is picked up from the table
and held up to the light so that the spectators
can look through it and see that it is entirely
empty. If desired, water can even be poured
through it to prove this. The tube is now held
in the palm of the hand and the spectator is
requested to make drum heads. The tube is
again help up to the light so that everyone
can visually see
that nothing has been loaded in the process.
Flags, handkerchiefs or similar articles are now
commanded to appear within the tube and instantly
they are seen to materialize, in full view of the audience.
The paper drum heads are immediately broken and
the audience is astonished at the production.
Measures 7 inches tall—Limited Availability. Certified—
Petrie Lewis. Note: SILKS ARE NOT INCLUDED!

45

$
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Petrie-Lewis Presents...
P&L’s

Brass Chinese
Sticks

This is uniquely of their own make and
manufacture. In staying with the
classic pieces that P&L is known for,
these Chinese Sticks stay true to that
heritage yet, to this day, continue to
be a great entertaining effect. For
those not in the know, the performer
holds
tow separate sticks—when the taqssle from one
stick is pulled down, the tassle from the other non
connected stick flies up!
This Chinese Sticks are constructed from 15
inches heavy brass featuring beautiful red tassels
and beads. They are both the perfect piece of
apparatus for entertainment purposes or
collectability. As to be expected, each stick features
the famous P&L hallmark/trademark.
These sticks come with a custom-made carrying bag for the Chinese Sticks.

149

$

P&L’s

Six Shot Lota

This little unit packs 6 shots! Whether
using it for traditional routines, or as a
Scotch drinkers delight—it will deliver.
Lota bowls still play strong today, I
know because I use one in my act and
it remains one of the most talked about
effects in the show.
This is a nifty junior-sized version, which
measures approximately the size of
your fist. You pour a drink from it, leaving it apparently empty, but a few minutes
later you come back and can pour yet another drink from the previously empty
container!! This phenomenon continues until a total of six shots have been poured
from the tiny little lota container. Can be used in both in adult and children’s
shows.
This prop has a beautiful glistening finish to it. Spun in gleaming “non-rust”
Copper.

50

$
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Fabulous Predictions

Perfect Prediction
Dice (6 Dice)

Professional Quality 100% Accurate
Magnetic Transparent Dice! Why pay
$175 for a pair of dice when you get SIX
gimmicked dice! You can 100% force any
two numbers! Your mark or spectators will
NEVER see anything suspicious. Opaque
dice are MUCH easier to gimmick, but
this set of six precision transparent loaded
dice is available at an incredible price and are highly endorsed by SME.
Perfect Prediction Dice for Clear Prediction Ladder is a set of six dice—
each 12 mm. Two dice can be thrown onto the ladder at the same time. Both
the gimmicked face and the other five non-gimmicked faces are fabricated in the
same way. Spectators can thoroughly examine the dice and they will not notice
the gimmick. Prior to the effect, they may throw the dice to be sure they are
“normal.” And, spectators may place the dice onto the ladder themselves.
Available in two colors (RED and BLUE)—includes 6 gimmicked dice per package.
IMPORTANT: The Clear Prediction Ladder does NOT come standard with
the dice BUT is available separately—see below!

169

$

Clear Prediction Ladder

Loaded dice sold separately (see above) available in
Perfect Prediction in red and blue. This is only the
Ladder that is specially gimmicked in a very clever
way that will allow you to utilize magnetic loaded
dice. Disclaimer: This ladder is for use with 12 mm
dice.
Get the precise dice numbers you want every
time! By using these transparent items—glass, base
and ladder—with translucent dice (sold separately),
your predictions will be spot on! You can do this on
a normal table or instruct a spectator to hold the
ladder. Prior to the effect, spectators may throw the
dice to be sure they are “normal.” And, spectators
may place the dice onto the ladder themselves.
This is completely different from previous dice
towers. Everything is clear and except for the actual glass cup, it is made from
PLEXI-GLASS! Comes with a glass, flat base and a ladder.

119

$
8
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True Quality In Action

Ninja Rings Hybrid

The Ninja Rings, made famous by Japanese
magician Shoot Ogawa, was proof that you
can take a classic effect that was previously
limited to larger venues and make it more
intimate and personal. Credit must also be
given to Masahiro Yanagida for originating
the Ninja Rings concept. There is absolute
brilliance in taking a classic stage-size effect
and making it applicable to street and even
close-up magic. In fact, with the Ninja Rings
one could now perform this classic in many
more venues thanks to the easy portability.
What is Ninja Ring Hybrid? This is the latest version of that series. We, at
Stevens Magic, are extremely impressed with the quality of the manufacturing.
You won’t find a visible trace left or joint where the rings are connected. Equally
appreciated is the fact the special ring has an applied curve which you will
immediately appreciate upon receipt. This allows for smooth linking and execution
of the routine.
Special Hybrid Package contains: Set of Gold Ninja Rings, Plush Carrying Bag,
Special Loop attachment and Ninja Ring Anniversary DVD featuring Masahiro
Yanagida & Shoot Ogawa—itself a $35.00 Value!

69

$

Lumière

“Professional Model”

Not just D’Lite on steroids...this is one of the
brightest models available. You can pulse the light
to product a bright flash or hold it on for the normal
D’Lite routines. Comes complete with two
units and detailed instructions. This unit
produces an amazing amount of BRIGHT light due
to the bright LED’s used. An upgraded D’Lighttype set, rechargeable unit using a power cable
included. Available in both WHITE or RED.
EFFECTS POSSIBLE:
• Produce and/or vanish coins in a flash.
• Light ANY lightbulb.
• Transfer light from one object to another.
• Using RED or WHITE units together, color
changing lightbulbs.
• Close-up Milk In Lightbulb.
• D’Light routine... and so much more!

50

$
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Louis Gaynor Exclusives

Award-Winning...Ultissimo

This effect represents the last word in mentalism! It is simplicity at its best. Two
volunteers are handed blank-face cards and told to merely think of a card when
they stare at the blank-face cards! No one but them knows the cards they are
thinking of. Mentalist takes two more blank-face cards and after concentrating,
writes on the back side (with a Sharpie) two cards that he is thinking of! He places
these two predictions in the stand, back side to the audience. He then takes up
the deck of cards and asks which cards they were thinking of and then pulls out
these exact cards and places them in the stand with the faces showing. The
magician now revolves the stand to REVEAL that his predictions written
impossibly match the freely selected spectators cards! Comes complete
with stand, cards, Sharpie and detailed instructions. Everything can be examined.

With Permission From Owen’s Magic...$150

Classic
Monkey Bar

You demonstrate a Monkey Bar with a
Ring Tail Monkey hanging on one end. You
tell the kids that this is an Acrobatic
Monkey and that he has the ability to jump
from one end to the other and back again.
You demonstrate this great phenomenon
by placing the Monkey Bar behind your
back and then bringing it out to show the
ring has jumped to the other end! But, boy
do the howls start coming as the kids are
sure that all you did was just turn the bar
around! After playing this up for all it’s worth...you ask the kids, “Well, where
would you like the Monkey to jump to?” They all holler out.. “Put it in the
middle!!” The finale is that this time when you pass it behind your back and bring
it back out...Viola...the ring has indeed now jumped to the middle!

45

$
10
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Louis Gaynor Exclusives
Louie Gaynor’s

Rising Pencil

One of the best and most undetectable of
pocket tricks ever invented. It was a huge
feature of many magic depots in the early
1900’s—Thayer, P&L, Hor nmann and
Felsman.
The performer, after freely showing an ordinary lead
pencil, lays it on the palm of the outstretched hand.
After rubbing the other hand violently on his coat
sleeve, to create electricity by friction, he holds the
fingers of this hand some six-inches above the pencil.
Then the magic begins! As he slowly raises his fingers
above the pencil and VIOLA, the pencil is seen to rise following
the movement of the other hand! In this amazing effect, which is
performed under the eyes of the audience. The pencil is always
seen to be controlled by the performer. Up and down as many
times as you like.
No threads! No magnets! No wax! No hair! Simple to
perform and always ready! Nothing to setup ahead of time.
Easy to carry around and comes with two pencils. IMPORTANT: See our website
for a fabulous entertaining 5-minute performance by Joe Stevens. We
are pleased to being this one back again and it took us six months to finally find the
right pencil for this effect. Top quality. Your audience with love this effect!

25

$

Tiger Eye Sphere

Another mental miracle you will have
fun with! Fools spectators, will fool
you too!
A simple plaque of wood upon which
sits three small metal cups. Mentalist
introduces a Tiger Eye Sphere and the
spectator is asked to secretly place the
Tiger Eye Sphere under any of the three cups and then turn all cups over.
Mentalist is then able to decipher the cup the Tiger Eye Sphere is under!
There are no sleights. No electronics. No skill needed. Cleverly
constructed. Metal cups are not gaffed and there are no magnets either. No
threads. Nothing inside the wooden plaque. You will love performing this miracle.
And it’s priced right, too. Louis Gaynor quality at its best!

45

$
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Gaynor Exclusives
Genii Tube

The Genii Tube is a product that magically makes
silks and streamers appears from an empty box. It’s
the perfect parlor and stage effect and this unit features
a larger double load capacity. Superb for children’s
shows and stage venues!
Improved Mechanics: One thing we particularly like
was the fact Louie Gaynor got rid of the often times
bulky and ugly clasps that are used to lock the tube
tight and replaced them by imbedded magnets which
give this a stronger hold, more streamlined and pleasing
look. Dimensions of item—stands 12-inches tall
and is 4-inches wide.
The photo in this catalog simply doesn’t do
it justice, therefore we strongly encourage you
to visit our website to see the item in “living
color”.
Please note: This is a limited release item so not
only will you have quality working prop to perform
with, you will also have a scarce and unique collectible.

Back In-Stock!

85

$

Susie Gaynor’s

Fly-Away Silk

Susie Gaynor has made specially for
Stevens Magic. A new version for the
famous silk effect that has many names!
We have named it; “Fly Away Silk!” If
you have seen this effect before, you
know how powerful it is when the
spectator who holds a small object such
as a ball, egg or any other round object
up to 3.5-inches in their palm and the
performer just lays a silk over their hand
and “whisks it away” in one quick
flash and the object is GONE!
Boom... Wow... Quick... They never feel it go!!
Top quality seamstress work and high quality materials. The foulard is 16-inches
and the color and material varies.

25

$
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Louis Gaynor Exclusives

Aromatic Divination

This item is handmade from FIVE
special natural woods: Aromatic
Cedar, Hard Rock Maple, American
Walnut, Bird’s Eye Maple and Pine.
Sample Effect—The magician states he is
going to try an exercise in ESP using four
different colored casino chips along with a
ordinate box composed of four beautiful
hardwoods. The box has a sliding tray that
when opened reveals four circular holes. The
magician instructs the spectator to place the
chips, anywhere they choose inside the unit,
and when finished slide the tray firmly shut. (NOTE: Before the spectators execute
this task, the magician either turns his back or leaves the room.) For example, not
only will you know the exact sequential relationship of certain coins, but you can
also reveal if they are “heads” or “tails”—either on the bottom side of the
coin box or the top!
Each unit comes with the colored poker chips (but you can use Silver Dollars,
Japanese Coins and anything that will fit in the tray) and is personally stamped and
signed by Louie Gaynor.

125

$

Supreme Divination
A Magical-Mental-Miracle!

By permission of Owen Magic Supreme.
Made for us by craftsman, Louie Gaynor.
A solid brass bar is dropped into one of the three
numbered openings in a beautiful walnut wood
case. Without having seen this done, the
performer can tell which number contains the
bar without touching the case or opening the lid
instantly! Performer never touches the cabinet.
The principle has stood the “test of time” and
stands alone! Ingenious! You will love the
“modus operandi” of this beautifully created
effect. Made in high-class walnut and deserves a
nice place in your collection. Truly a “Golden Oldie”! Don’t miss out on this!
Supreme Divination is self-working, instantly repeatable (no reset
is required) and exceptionally deceptive. Dimensions are 5.25-inches long
by 3-inches wide and 4.5-inches tall. Whether you purchase it as a collector,
mentalist or magical performer this is one item that easily appeals and satisfies all
of the disciplines of magic.

250

$
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Stevens Magic Exclusives
Created By Jack Avis...

Poker Pot

From The Ken Brooke Magic Range

If you’re looking for something completely
different in a close-up routine—Here it is! Used
by professionals for years, we are happy to rerelease this upgraded version. Each unit is
hand made and hallmarked by Louie
Gaynor, crafted from the finest walnut. Far
superior to the original model made from
aluminium. Meticulous detail and quality in every
way!
Jack Avis has taken two classic principles and
by blending them together has produced a clean
cut magical effect for performing what is known
as “CHINK-A-CHINK.” The box removes the
need for shells or “extra units” of the items employed
thus, the weakness of having to obtain and later ditch
them is entirely eliminated. Roy Johnson has added
additional material to the original. Once the basic
principle is understood, Roy’s working can be quickly
understood! And there are nine pages of additional
thoughts and routines provided by the late great Ken
Brooke.

65

$

With permission from
Abbotts Magic...

The Tumble Bug

A wonderful pocket effect!
A mysterious, pocket, magic gag that
produces a lot of fun for everyone! One
of those rare items from the past. It’s cute
and you will love it!!
Lots of laughs! Fools everyone!
Simple to do! Watch the little
TUMBLE BUG fool everyone as it
does a complete sumersault for the
performer, but impossible for the
spectator!
Design on Tumble Bug can vary due to
production style.

8

$
14
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Louie Gaynor Exclusive
Baker-Dunninger
Slate
Deluxe Version

This 10.5 x 7.5 inch slate board duplicates the
original Baker-Dunninger style chalk board slate
but with the modern convenience of a dry erase
surface. This allows for a simple wipe down
with a dry cloth and you are ready for the next
performance. Imagine no more chalk dust or
white smudges on your costume or props. The
black on white printing makes it much easier
to read even from a distance, allowing for a
larger audience. Weighs approximately 12
ounces—so it’s solid! This 7/8-inch wide by
3/8-inch thick solid oak frame has tenon and
grove joints at each rounded corner, which gives
maximum strength and durability, and adds an old
school-styling and charm to the trick. The wood is
then coated at least five times with a durable semigloss lacquer.
Keeping with tradition, this slate has a space for four
sets of numbers and a space for the sum total of these
numbers. Five spaces in all. Just like the original, which
has been tried and tested for many generations and
dazzles the audience with your prediction prowess.
The back of the slate is also a dry erase surface—it
gives the magician a blank billboard on which to
display any symbol, logo or anything else they wish
to apply to it. Free advertising space, what a bargain.
Comes with dry erase marker, complete instructions on execution.
Stevens Magic’s own master craftsman, Louie Gaynor, has meticulously hand
crafted each board with special care given to each piece to assure a flawless
performance every time. Once you know the secret, all you need is an audience.
Then you, too, can astound the masses with your uncanny prediction abilities.
Sample Routine...Mentalist points to a large envelope that is sealed and has been
in the same position. He produces a dry erase slate and hands it to the first of three
spectators with a marker. He askes them to write in a random 4-digit number. Then
the magician hands it to two more participants who also write a random 4-digit number.
Finally the slate is handed to a fourth spectator, who adds the numbers and reveals the
sum (for example, 20,093). The mentalist then asks another member of the audience
to go up and grab the sealed envelope, open it and show it to the audience. Sure
enough upon doing so—the previously predicted number is a match—20,093!

85

$
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Modern Day Miracles
The Jar

In the realm of switchboxes, we
searched for THE most organic and
practical gimmicks that could be hidden
in the most effective of hiding places…
in plain sight. Introducing, The Jar,
by Kozmo. The Jar is one of the most
versatile and organic switchboxes ever
created. Rings, sugar packets, cards,
coins, bills and more… can be switched
to ANY small object. The Jar also
allows for extremely visual coin
penetrations and a Coins Across
routine that is unlike anything around.
The Jar takes all the dirty work out of
switching, and leaves your spectators
in astounded disbelief.
Comes complete with: The Jar itself, in-depth instructions by Scott Tokay and
Garrett Thomas on DVD, special gimmick, customized coin, as well as presentation,
handling and method of confabulation routine (taught in tutorial) by Paul Romhany.

50

$

Diamond Cut
Mirror Goblet

The Mirror Goblet is crafted from a strong
virtually indestructible acrylic. The mirror
divider is purposefully located below the top
edge of the glass, to aide in diminishing the
possibility of “flashing” during your
performance. Both compartments are
waterproof! The Mirror Goblet dims out
at 7-inches tall with a 3.5-inches mouth, so
it looks great and has ample room to handle
either liquid or a 36-inch carefully folded silk.
The instructions are refreshingly detailed with
all the information you would want as well
as bonus valued-added tips and routines
working with both slush powder and nonslush powder applications. Additional kudos
as it provides important care instructions,
safety and maintenance tips. You can’t go wrong with excellent quality products!

This is a winner!
16

40

$
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Too Good To Miss!

Collector’s Workshop Presents...

Rosewood Loaded Dice

A gem from Jim Steinmeyer and Alan Wakeling!
Performer hands the dice to spectators and
explains that these dice are old-antique “gaffed”
gambling dice. The dice are placed into the hand
crafted dice box and lid closed. Box is then shaken
and he demonstrates just what can be done with
these dice. When lid is opened, (no room for them
to move around) the tops of the dice are completely
different than when they were placed into the box!
Three phases to this effect makes it a wonderful
close-up item and the routine is excellent for spectators.
You are supplied with the special box, 6-ungimmicked
dice and complete instructions. The Loaded Dice Box
is made of select Rosewood and completely handcrafted with brass accents. This is an effect you will
treasure and perform.

149

$

Purchased from any Stevens Magic Catalog or from
www.stevensmagic.com (use Code: SME81517)
Offer cannot be used in combination with any other promotion or
special. Some items are non-discountable or listed as a special
price, these are not eligible for this coupon. Nor are Antiques!
Expires August 15, 2017

Remember YOU must MENTION the coupon to use it! It is
NOT given automatically, and will not be applied retroactively!
Coupon Code: SME81517
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Stevens Magic Emporium

2520 East Douglas • Wichita, KS 67214
Phone: (316) 683-9582 • Fax: (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail: magic@stevensmagic.com
Website: www.stevensmagic.com

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________
City ___________________________________ State ___________________
Zip ______________________

Phone—Day (_____) ________________
Evening (_____) _____________________
E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________
ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

PAYMENT METHOD:

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

�

�

MasterCard

�

Visa

Check / Money Order

Amount Enclosed $ ____________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Card Account Number

Expiration Date: _______ _______ CVN Code: ______
Month

Year

_______________________________________________________________
Customer Signature
All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.
Domestic Insurance Policy:
UPDATED
SHIPPING
CHARGES:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our Minimum Ship Charges:
premises. We, therefore, suggest you insure your
$
0.00 to $ 50.00 ....................... $7.50
order. Insurance fees are as follows:
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $10.00
$
0.01 to $ 50.00 ......................... $0.75 $ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $12.50
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
Over $200.00 ....................... $15.00
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
Important
Note: The above charges will apply
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60 on the majority of orders. SME reserves the right
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40 to choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20 dimensions and weights (including but not limited
Maximum Liability $600.00
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
**Prices subject to change without notice.** shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the
SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
phrase “minimum ship charge” is included in the
copy and or prices.
above tiers.
Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday – Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst). We’re happy to help you with your orders. We look forward to talking with you.

Stevens Magic Emporium

2520 East Douglas • Wichita, KS 67214
Phone: (316) 683-9582 • Fax: (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail: magic@stevensmagic.com
Website: www.stevensmagic.com

Mail-In Or
der F
orm
Order
Form
Qty

Item
Price

Description

Total

Total
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House Of Magic Exclusives
Spectral
Levitation

Everything is BORROWED—a
handkerchief, silk or napkin.
Everything can be examined—before
or after.
Instantly repeatable
anywhere. Totally impromptu.
Excellent for table-hopping. Carry it
in your pocket.
Performer borrows a silk/handkerchief/napkin and shows it to be innocent. He
then places a coin, ring or other small object under the cover...it slowly starts to
rise up and up and up! The item will rise up to 5 inches above the table top while
still under the cover. The performer then proceeds to tap the risen item with a
pen, spoon, etc...proving the borrowed item is still in there. Upon its return to
the table top, it is immediately uncovered allowing for both the cover and the
borrowed object to be returned.
Comes complete with manuscript and photos showing entire routine
and secret. PLUS—you receive the custom “hand-made” gimmick made
by BUMA—innovative as only Buma can make them!

45

$

FingerTration

The performer borrows a paper bill currency from any
spectator and displays both sides of the bill. The
performer then folds the bill in half lengthwise, held
horizontally in the performer’s left hand with the now
folded over section of the bill facing downward. The
performer then points upward into the fold from
underneath the bill with the index finger of their right
hand, directly at the center of the bill’s open “middle”.

You Hear The
Bill Being
Penetrated!

The performer now partially inserts their right hand index
finger into the bottom of the bill’s open center when
suddenly they thrust their index finger right through the
center of the bill—“in one side and out the other”—the
performer’s index finger is now actually seen to be emerging from atop the other
side of the bill, its “outside” surface. The performer is now seen to visibly slide
their penetrating index finger vertically up or down, right through the center of the
bill when suddenly they are seen to pull their finger completely out of the bill.
Performance Benefits: Always ready to perform. Easy to master. Can be
instantly repeated. Totally Impromptu! Can be performed seated or standing.

25

$
20
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House Of Magic Exclusives
Air Levitation

Please note each and every one of these is handassembled by Buma. This is not something that
is produced in any quantity or imported. When
watching the video demo—focus on when the
non-levitating bill is passed completely under the
levitating bill—in a side to side motion! That’s
what makes this very special!
What the audience sees: Two unprepared
bills are borrowed form a spectator. One of the
bills is laid on the magicians’ palm. At the
magician’s command, the bill slowly and
mysteriously rise’s above the performers open
outstretched hand. The second borrowed bill
is now passed from left to right completely under
the levitating bill, allowing for the second
borrowed bill to be seen to completely pass
under the levitating bill, from it’s far left side all
the way to it’s right side with no visible support
of the levitating bill! The second borrowed bill may also be slid completely under
the levitating bill, “front to back” with no visible support of the levitating bill! The
two borrowed bills are now folded to show they have contained no secret appliance
used to accomplish this eye popping illusion and returned to there owners. The
performers hands are seen to be completely empty!

One Of Buma’s Best Seller Ever!

49.50

$

S-O-S

(Silent, Original, Suspension)

The performer borrows any bill and while
holding the bill at tips of both hands asks a
spectator to pick up a glass full of any liquid
and to place it on one end of the bill.
Viola…the performer lets go of one end
and the glass of liquid is sitting suspended
on top of the bill and no spilling occurs.
Nothing collapses! Nothing falls to the
ground! IMPOSSIBLE, but true.
The glass is removed and the bill is returned
immediately to the spectator. Easy to master. No sleeve work! No threads, wires,
magnets or mirrors! No sleights! Nothing to break! No parts to replace! Always
ready to perform and fits in your pocket. All items are borrowed and may be
repeated at once. Excellent impromptu magic. Hundreds sold! P.S. You can
do the effect with a cell phone as well!

48

$
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House Of Magic Exclusive
New & Improved!

Buma’s Ju-Ju Man

Available Again for a short time!!
An original Shamanistic effect,
demonstrating the power and reach of
the spirit world and those that abide there.
Limited production of hand-crafted
Sets.
Performer introduces two 6-inch Ju-Ju
Men from a natural Jute bag. Both Ju-Ju
men feature aged red marking’s on various parts of their anatomy, such as their
head, arm, groin, hand, knee, ankle, and chest. A small draw string Shaman bag
is now removed from the same Jute bag, it contains two small Skull Pins. The
performer proceeds to tell how Ju-Ju Men have been traditionally crafted by Shaman
from the mud and dried grass of ancient West African burial grounds. Such Ju Ju
Men are renowned for their powers of projection, which will now be demonstrated.
The performer now proceeds to hand a Ju-Ju Man and a Skull Pin to one of the
spectators to hold, the performer takes his Ju-Ju Man and places it back into the
Jute Bag so as to remove it from immediate view, the performer then takes the
second Skull Pin and proceeds to place it into the Jute Bag and stick it into one of
the X’s on the Ju-Ju Man. There being no way any of the spectators can know
which of the Ju-Ju Man’s multiple X’s has been selected and pierced with the Skull
Pin by the performer.
Now it’s the turn of the spectator to randomly
stick their Skull Pin into any of the X’s on
their Ju-Ju Man (no force is used). The
performer now removes his Ju-Ju Man from
the Jute Bag. To the spectator’s surprise! The
Skull Pin is seen pierced in the same
location as the spectator’s choice on
their Ju-Ju Man. The performer now takes
the spectator’s Ju-Ju Man and places it into the
Jute Bag, it is then placed on any thing flat like
a book, small tray, etc. allowing for it to be held
aloft and at arms length with the fingers of all
the spectators touching the side of the Ju-Ju
Man’s Jute Bag. Suddenly with a startle the JuJu Man in the Jute Bag begins to eerily move
ever so slightly, slowly, the Jute Bag with its JuJu Man begins to rise upward until it appears to
be erect, fully possessed when just as suddenly
it falls backward, to lay lifeless once again until
it’s Ju-Ju is called upon.

155

$
22
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Fabulous Top Sellers

Buma Presents...

Jeff McBride Presents...

Nefari’s Book Of
The Dead

BEKOS

Best Ever Knots Off Silk! You take a
silk and tie a knot in it… then slide the
knot off the silk. This can be repeated
again and again! At the end the silk is
shown to have 3 large holes in it! You
can even have an audience member help
tie the knot and then slide it off the silk.

The effect centers around one of several
curses that would happen to Nefari, if
she violated the sacred laws. The magi
not only talks about each tragic fate, but
the images on the parchment represent
the different curses. The spectator is
asked to choose one of the tragic
outcomes, freely and as the story
continues, sure enough the one they
choose ends up being the fall of Nefari!

This effect comes with very detailed
printed instructional as well as a
private link video that will teach you
the finer points as only Jeff can do.
Jeff incorporates various approaches and
teaches the effect at a very good pace.
Add it all together and you have the finest
quality version of this effect ever
produced on all fronts.

Product comes wiht exceptionally
detailed instructions. Complete with 10
special Nefari picture parchmetns
from the Toms of Ancient Egypt.

22.50

$

40

$

Buma Presents...

Courtly Card Case

Not just an ordinary card clip, but an elegant
card case made of English Pewter with a
brushed satin finish. This card case is
designed to carry any poker-sized deck
including its paper card case. Expertly
crafted. Your treasured cards get a classy
home and you are always ready to perform.
Notice how the pips are different
allowing for more benefits.

40

$
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Very Cleverly Done

Buma Presents...

Neptune’s Orb

The performer introduces an EMPTY band—
about 14 inches in length—it contains two small
pearls, one permanently attached at each end
of the band. The performer positions the band
horizontally, held taut between their hands. The
performer now positions the center of the
EMPTY but tautly held band directly under the
spectator’s palm down hands. At the
performer’s request, the spectator separates
their hands from above the center of the band
revealing the center of the band which now
contains a large shimmering pearl PERMANENTLY threaded onto the very center
of its tautly held band! Next, the performer takes the band with the large pearl and
holds it taut horizontally between their hands and asks the spectator to touch the
large pearl. Suddenly, slowly and visibly, the large pearl starts to move on its own,
first a little to the left, then a little to the right, then moves almost all the way to the
left, then moves back to the center of the band.
Performance Benefits: Fits in your shirt pocket, no setup. Easy to master.
Handcrafted by Buma. Includes FREE Buma leather carrying case for the
pearl. Website features more photos of the Pearl and Case!

47.50

$

Classic Film Vérité

Have your audience pass around a set
of cards with 32 different classic film
posters. The set includes all-time “most
popular” films like Gone With the
Wind, The Godfather, Star Wars,
The Wizard of Oz and Pulp
Fiction. Each card has a film poster
on the front and a list of films from the
set on the back.You have no idea who
has which film poster. Have anyone
choose one and think about the title. They read the names of the films from their card,
and you tell them exactly which film they are thinking of. In addition, you tell them the
exact number of film critics who voted for that film out of all films.
An amazing secret, so easy you will be doing it in minutes. No crib sheets.
Nothing to memorize. Nothing extra to carry. Use just the all the postcards
or just a few! Extra-thick, heavy stock, full color, glossy varnish, rounded corners.
Complete with a sturdy snap-closure carrying case. Do it over and over with one
spectator or 30 times with 30 different spectators.

50

$
24
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Illusion Arts Magic Presents...
Tesseract
Transposition

This is a flash transposition that is
visually stunning. The magician
introduces two pedestal holders with
covers and explains the story of the
Tesseract cube. A source of
tremendous power endowed by the
norese god Odin, it brings good luck
to anyone who possesses it. It can
move through space and time. To demonstrate, the Tesseract is placed in one of
the holders and a brass rod is passed through it to lock it in place. A second brass
rod is placed in the empty holder. The covers are held above the holders and,
when they are put in place and immediately lifted, the Tesseract has vanished
from the holder to appear in the other. The magic happens in an instant and the
cube can be removed from its new home and shown all around.
Comes complete with both holders with covers, the cubes, two brass wands and
full performance instructions. Unique magic apparatus is hard to find! It’s a fabulous
transposition effect. You will love the workings involved with this effect! NO
electronics! Lends itself to your own creative patter and presentations!

Large (3.0)...$375

Shift/Shape

Instant Magic! Great for Close-Up &
Parlor—Intimate Performances!
A new effect that features a very
attractive cabinet with a solid 3-inch
block, engraved with very a
mysterious Celtic design. A small alter
is presented and the engraved block
is placed inside. The block has the
ability to alter its shape and matching
motion to the words said by the Magi.
The cover is briefly placed on top.
Following a brief incantation, the
cover is removed to reveal that the block has its shape shifted to a round orb.
This effect is flexible and can be used as a final reveal of any object that can fit
inside. This device lends itself to any number of story lines and routines. It is made
from hardwoods and beautifully finished in the Illusion Arts Magic style. The highlight
is the engraved Celtic designs in the block, and the brass feet on the altar. A great
trick for the tabletop wizard or a conversation piece on your desk. See video
performance of this magical miracle!

199

$
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Johnny Wong Miracles!
Trinity Coin Set

Trinity Coin is constructed of three Half
Dollars, yet amazingly looks like only “one”
Half Dollar coin, which can be examined.
A versatile coin gimmick that allows you to
perform incredible coin magic. Using this
innocent gimmick, you will be able to perform
visual multiple coin productions, vanishes,
changes, penetrations and more. Complete
with the gimmick coins, written instructions
and instructional DVD. You can easily perform
a variety of effects like appearing, vanishing,
transposing, penetrating and more!
Imagine your audience’s surprise when one half dollar coin suddenly turns into
four and vice versa! Includes the following effects: The Combination Trick, Coin
Through The Glass, Two Coins Through The Glass, Turning Silver Into Copper
Six Coin Production and Three Coin Disappearance. Learn how to change three
half dollars into three English pennies and cause a half dollar to penetrate a card
case. Comes complete with the precision-made Trinity Coin Set, detailed
instructions and instructional DVD.

95

$

Super Chameleon
Power

Super Chameleon Power is a
multifunctional coin gimmick which you can
use on many different occasions. This
gimmick set comes with a card, a specially
crafted US half dollar and a regular old
Chinese coin. Everyone can operate this
coin gimmick with ease to perform excellent
magic tricks near to perfection.
The DVD comes with a variety of demos
that will guide you through the following
routines: Coin Thru The Bottom Of Glass
Cup, 3 Coins Disappear & Reappear,
Unique 3 Coins Fly Into Glass Cup, 3 Coins With A Card Illusion Routine, Amazing
Coin Finding Cards, Coin Quick Penetration Glass Cup Illusion, Coin Penetration:
From Back Of Glass Table Into Glass Cup and Unique Quick Change. Every
Routine is also made more powerful and easier through the use of
these precisely made US half dollar Coins & Chinese Coins..

95

$

26
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Fabulous Coin Tricks

Chinatown Half

Scotch & Soda

Johnson’s Half Dollar and (replica) 20
Centavo coin are given to spectator to
hold behind his back. Magician asks for
the half dollar, which the spectator
successfully hands over. Next you ask for
the 20 Centavo coin. When the
spectator opens his hand, he finds that
Mexican Coin has changed into a
quarter! And he can examine both coins
to his heart's content. Again, the only
reason this is such a straight-forward
miracle is due to the precision machining
of the coins. Here's one you'll really use.
Complete with bang ring. Easy to follow
routine included.

Johnson Products is proud to produce
this classic piece of magic using our
beautiful Chinese coins. The effect is so
straight forward that it defies detection.
Two coins only are used. The half dollar
is dropped into an envelope while the
Chinese coin is slowly and fairly placed
into your hand. Instantly they change
places. Since no sleights are used, there
is nothing for the skeptical spectator to
detect. Simple effects are always the best
and this is one of the very finest. Easy
to follow routine included. Also includes
a history of the Emperor Coin.

30

$

27.50

$

Johnny Wong’s

Imagination Coin Set

Anyone with this gimmick is able to perform
amazing and realistic magic tricks using simple
methods. With the different style of each
performer this gimmick can show more and
more various coin magic effects. If you are a
fan of coin magic, this is one of the best coin
gimmicks of the year that you cannot miss!
The DVD comes with a variety of demos that
will guide you through the following routines:
Illusion Cigarette & Coin Routine, Miracle 2
Coins, Chinese Coin Thru Glass Cup and A
Coin Skill Routine.

With DVD...$70
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Coins & More Coins

Magnetic Silver
& Copper

A number of different routines are
supplied, but the combinations possible
with this unique set of coins are limited
only by your imagination. Here is just a
sample: A drinking glass is held in a horizontal position and two coins are set
inside: an English Penny and a Half Dollar. The glass is slowly tipped up causing
the coins to slide towards the bottom. When they reach the bottom, the Penny
penetrates through the glass and falls onto the table leaving just the Half Dollar in
the glass.
It’s easy to see why this is one of our most popular items. A four-piece set that
features tremendous versatility. Easy to follow routine included.

70

$

Flipper Coin Half Dollar

The new design features no more worries about stacking
the coins, and having to only show just a small portion of
the coin. This Flipper Coin allows for immediate set up.
The term Butterfly Flippers is also used for this specific
type of flipper coins, because the coin resembles a
butterfly’s wings with respect to the mechanics.
A Kennedy Half Dollar that unfolds allowing you to show
two half dollars. When you release the coin, the coins
fold back up into one single half dollar.

35

$

Silver Copper Brass
Transposition

This beautiful effect is one of our most
popular items. A half dollar is placed in
one hand while the other holds a brass
Chinese coin and a copper Mexican coin.
Slowly close your hand over these two coins
and instantly they become the silver half
dollar. The foreign coins have jumped to
your other hand. A series of transpositions
follows and at the finish, all the coins are
left for examination. The mystery is
enhanced by the fact that the coins are so completely different in appearance.
Easy to follow routine included. Also includes a history of the Emperor Coin.

65

$
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Magical Winners!

Lary Kuehn’s

Traveler’s
Zodiac Deck

In the 1970’s, the late Aldini
released a deck of cards using Zodiac
signs as a back and face motif. Larry
Becker came up with an insidious way
to mark the cards and turn them into
readers in 1978. Lary Kuehn was
fortunate enough to own one of the
original decks and he marked the cards
per Larry’s instructions.
Traveler’s Zodiac Deck™ is now a reality. The cards and box are printed in the
USA on real playing card stock. There are three sets of the 12 Zodiac signs in the
box. Two sets are done in high registration color backs and one set is done with a
black and white back. The faces are the same in both versions. Why a B&W set?
Just in case you want to add a darker element to doing readings with these cards.
The instruction sheet is packaged in the custom box.
The backs are all marked in the same way so you don’t have to use two different
systems. The design also makes them one-way. Faces are numbered in the upper
right index. This was done to add another level of logical disconnect from a spectator
thinking of these as playing cards. See website for reviews! BONUS: Stevens
Magic will be sending a free eight-page bonus PDF.

30

$

Chicken Sandwich

Hungry for a great comedy prop? Bite into some
fun with this gag. David is now offering one of the
funniest sight gags ever created. The Chicken
Sandwich is brought to the forefront of comedy
again after many years. Children as well as adults
will be amused by this well-timed pun. In the past,
these were made entirely from flimsy “felt” material. This
Chicken Sandwich is all hand cut, sanded, painted and
assembled in wood, one by one. Built to last a lifetime.
Incredible quality!
Can be viewed from all angles, as front and back are both
painted to represent a “chicken.” Priced way too low for
the amount of workmanship involved. Easy to use, Just lift
top up and down to open and close. Get yours now. Don’t
be “chicken” to try it. These won’t last long, as
they are individually handmade.

Back In-Stock!

35

$
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Brian Watson’s Done It Again!
Hotrod

3 Color Versions

The latest evolution from Brian Watson’s
successful fine English pewter collection. Brian’s
formula is simple—honoring time-honed
technique and tradition where each rod is handcrafted, finished, detailed and complete with a
hand-made genuine leather wallet. In case you
missed it—the key words are—“hand-made.”
Brian is a fan of the ancient artisans and is a
big believer that product is more than just the
sum of its materials. As a traditionalist, he
doesn’t discard the human factor involved in
manufacturing and given the choice—always
prefers owning products that have been labored
by human hands. When you purchase these
exquisite Hotrods, you are doing more than
getting an incredible quality product—you are
casting your vote toward similar beliefs that a magic prop should be special in
many ways. Adorned with beautiful inlay on the sides and ends, etched in black
and featuring Swarovski Crystals on the top, this is surely the finest, most beautiful
and sought after Hotrod in the world!
At approximately 1.2 ounces, these Hotrods have the weight and feel of security.
For those of you who have worked with Hotrods that are too light, you know
they are awkward. You won’t find that here—just like a favorite glove, the feel is
“just right!” Excellent work, Brian!
There are three varieties to choose from, so please specify when ordering:
• Diamond • Red • Blue
Important Note: Photo shows two rods so you can see the Swarovski Crystals
on the top and custom engraving style on the sides, but this product comes
with only one rod per product.

49

$

Dirty Dog Draw

Dirty Dog Draw is the world's easiest magic
square! Now you can create the impression of
subliminal influence with nothing to remember
other than presentation!
Dirty Dog Draw is specially printed in full color
and fits in a single credit card slot in your wallet!
• Wallet Sized • Self Working • No Memory
Work • Always Ready

23

$
30
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Brian Watson Winners!

Bewitching Sticks

This Bewitching Sticks is a set you
will treasure. The weight and balance
is perfect. The perceived value is
immediate when you hold them in
your hands. They are elegant and
refined. They are the most beautiful,
practical and durable paddle tricks in
the world! Hand crafted, finished and
detailed in finest English (lead free)
pewter and adorned with Swarovski
crystals, not only do they look stunning
(and classy), they will last a lifetime.
Note: This was a special run. Something this unique and specialized will probably
never be crafted again. Thus, who knows how long they will be available.

125

$

Cyber Shells

The Three Shell Game has gone
through many variations and
modifications over the years. It
remains one of the solid effects in
magic and will continue to be for
years to come because it has all the
ingredients of what magic should be:
interaction, risk, skill, performance
and lots of laughter.
As with Brian’s previous exclusive
and elite Pewter line, the quality is
exceptional. You wil note their valueadded perceived value as soon as you hold them in your hands. The extra fourth
“solid” shell is another aspect that shows Brian’s creative ability.
In the end, you have a unique set unlike any other made. The set comes with four
shells, two peas (one hard and one soft), a bag that can also serve as your
performance area, the instructional DVD, and don’t forget the small block of
cheese for the mouse! In addition to Brian’s ability to create high quality, limited
run items, he is also a consummate professional and an excellent teacher. Brian
Watson is that unique person who can wear many hats and wear them very well.
Note: This was a special run. Something this unique and specialized will probably
never be crafted again. Thus, who knows how long they will be available.

155

$
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Quality Stage Props

Jay Mattioli Presents...

SANDZ

The Professional Performers
Complete Sands of the Desert
Routine
For the first time, the classic Sands of the
Desert routine (AKA Hindu Sands)
released with EVERYTHING YOU NEED
TO PERFORM THE EFFECT! This
timeless trick can be performed 3 to 203
feet away. Three martini glasses filled with
three vibrant colors of sand rests on a table
with a small pedestal, upon which rests a
large bowl filled with water. Showing his
hands empty, the magician places them
in the water, swirling the water around, causing the clear water to turn black! One
by one, the magician pours each of the 3 colored sands into the water. After all
three sands are mixed the magician reaches back into the swamp like water with
his empty hand and pulls out each individual colored sand, COMPLETELY DRY
AND SEPARATE FROM EACH OTHER. Finally, with a swirl of the empty hands,
the magician makes the black water turn back to clear!
• A DETAILED INSTRUCTIONAL DVD. • CUSTOM TABLE • MARTINI
GLASSES AND BOWL • BOWL PEDESTAL • SPECIALLY TREATED SAND:
We urge you to check out our website for a video demo and more
details. Chemical Refills available as well!

350

$

Collapsing Top Hat

Silk top hats for years cost from $200 on up, now a new breakthrough in production
allows us to offer this top-quality top hat at a “super” price! Sturdy, works every
time and is the size of a standard top hat.

50

$
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Stevens Magic Exclusive
Oracle Pad

Imagine what in the past wasn’t
imaginable in the world of magic
and mentalism! Our friends at
Feather Touch Magic in Japan have
provided just that and we are very
excited to be able to offer this
product exclusively in the US!
This apparatus is a way for you to have a
person (or persons) think of any 2,3 or 4
digit number, or a shape (like a circle,
square, triangle or rectangle) or even a
person’s name per chance! You ask that
person(s) to concentrate mentally on their
selected impression. You open up a highquality notepad (not something cheap, but made of high quality leather) and you
begin to write—then you close the pad firmly. You then ask the spectator(s) if more
then one was involved in creating a 3-digit number) what their impression was.
They verbalize the number they chose was 2520! A totally impromptu number
thought up either individually or in a group. What happens next is the equivalent
of one of the most powerful effects that demonstrates real psychic powers You
open the note pad, to clearly show the number that is featured on that pad to be
2520!
As an additional “kicker” you tear off that sheet and hand it to the spectator(s) as
a momento to this truly remarkable feature of psychic ability.
What you have is a marriage of an uncanny effect coupled with professional quality
that a top executive would expect in terms of materials and constructions.
IMPORTANT POINTS:
1) No swami gimmick (nothing attached to hand).
2) Never touch the writing surface after predicted
(shut the pad’s cover).
3) Written prediction always face to spectator
after pad’s cover shut.
4) Very fair and clean prediction!

Great Price...$110

NOTE: Optional Availability: Refill pad for Oracle Pad is A7 size pad. The size is
74mm x 105mm.

Refill Kits...$18
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Nothing But The Best
Japanese
Harbin
Table

A new version, quality crafted in
Japan by Masayuki Miyagawa
This table has everything—it’s compact, extremely
durable, folds completely flat and best of all it has an
easy and quick setup!
The height is 30-inches and diameter of table
top is 15-inches. Metal trimmed black table top.
Metal supports fold flat
into bottom of table top
(as shown in photo).
Easy to carry on and
carry off! Excellent
quality. Wonderful for
short acts.

275

$

Johnny Paul Cups

Thanks to Pete Biro and Donnie Buckley
for bringing back these great cups !
Steel is stronger than copper and brass, and is
resistant to denting. Bright Chrome in color.
All are hand spun. Plated with .050 -inch steel.
Chrome look on outside, bright nickel finish on
inside.
A sponge ball is placed on top of a cup and is picked up by a cup nested over it.
Much like a chop cup, the ball will stay inside until the cup is placed down sharply,
allowing the ball to be produced from under the cup. Use
the cups for your regular routine and then switch to the
sponge balls for Johnny’s routine (ONLY this set of cups
can be used with sponge balls.)
Complete set includes the 3 Chromed Steel Johnny Paul
Cups, a set of 4 crocheted balls, a set of 4 Goshman 2-inch
Super Soft Sponge Balls and a deluxe velvet bag.

250

$
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www.stevensmagic.com
www.stevensmagic.global

Don’t forget to checkout both of
our websites see below:

2520 E. Douglas
Wichita, KS 67214 USA
(316) 683-9582
FAX (316) 686-2442
E-Mail: magic@stevensmagic.com
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